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Abstract 
The concept of deterministic chaos has been making large impacts both on science and on engineering. Possible applications of 
chaotic dynamics are considered from a viewpoint of chaos engineering.  
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1. Introduction 
The concept of deterministic chaos has been greatly influencing not only science but also engineering, technology, 
and even arts along with substantial progress in our understanding of deterministic chaos since 1970's. In 1990, we 
established ''chaos engineering'' at Japan Electronic Industry Development Association where chaos engineering is 
defined as generic studies of theoretical and technological foundations for possible applications of deterministic chaos, 
fractals, and complex systems[1]. 
In this article, I will review research on applications of chaotic dynamics in chaos engineering [1, 2], and preview a 
future direction[3]. 
2. Chaos Engineering 
In Japan, many practical applications of deterministic chaos, even for household appliances, have been developed in 
various fields of engineering and technology. Actually, studies of nonlinear dynamics in engineering disciplines have 
been steadily progressing in Japan over a half century. In particular, Yoshisuke Ueda in the Department of Electrical 
Engineering at Kyoto University found a strange attractor, which he called ''the broken-egg chaotic attractor,'' in the 
following  Duffing-van der Pol mixed type equation in 1961[4,5]:  
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Further, a strange attractor in the following Duffing equation was named ''the Japanese attractor'' [6-8]:  
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Electrical and electronic circuits are typical fields in which rich chaotic phenomena have been reported. One of the 
reasons is because a variety of reliable nonlinear elements are readily available in electrical and electronic circuits.  
In 1927, van der Pol and van der Mark heard noise corresponding to deterministic chaos in an electrical system 
composed of a neon glow lamp, a resistor, a variable condenser, and D.C. and A.C. power sources [9]. Since then, 
chaos has been detected both experimentally and numerically in many electrical and electronic circuits like the series 
RLC circuit with a varactor diode [10], Chua's circuit, and Shinriki's circuit [11, 12]. It should be noted that both the 
Duffing equation and the Duffing-van der Pol mixed type equation are also models of electrical circuits with an 
nonlinear inductance and an nonlinear resistance, respectively.  
These studies have confirmed that chaos can be actually and easily generated in nonlinear electrical and electronic 
circuits. In particular, periodic forcing with an A.C. power source is common in circuits, which provides a variety of 
examples for driven chaos in non-autonomous systems. The ubiquity of chaos in circuits conversely implies that 
chaotic dynamics of mathematical models may be implemented in real-world systems by these circuits beyond 
computer simulations toward possible applications.  
Influences of deterministic chaos on engineering are not limited to electrical and electronic engineering. For 
example, R. E. Kalman noted random behavior in nonlinear sampled-data control systems [13]. Further, characteristics 
of deterministic chaos are greatly affecting basic concepts of engineering such as prediction, control, computation, 
information, and optimization [1-3, 14, 15]. Therefore, ''chaos engineering'' has been actively researched and 
developed in Japan for more than twenty years [1, 2, 16-20].  
Applications of deterministic chaos are conceptually classified as applicable chaos and applied chaos [1, 16-18]. 
Here, whereas applied chaos means direct applications of known properties on deterministic chaos to concrete 
examples in real-world systems, applicable chaos aims at generalization and systematization of mathematical 
structures of chaotic dynamics common to such concrete complex phenomena toward possible further applications of 
chaos in the future [1, 17].  
Among many chaos-engineering applications so far developed, one of very promising areas is nonlinear time series 
analysis [20-24] on complex time series data from real-world systems. Examples of such time series analysis include 
predictive models derived directly from observed data such as time series of temperature in the iron-making blast 
furnace [25], daily peak loads in electric power grids [26], Japanese vowels [27-29], and irregular and complicated roll 
motion of a flooded ship in waves [30-32].  
Chaos engineering has produced even consumer products with chaotic dynamics for household appliances. Chaotic 
dynamics with 1/f-like power spectra was utilized for temperature control in kerosene fan heaters and for direction 
control of air streams in air conditioners to provide useful fluctuations that are expected to be comfortable to humans 
[1, 19, 20]. Chaos engineering has also been successfully applied to dishwashers [1, 19, 33, 34]. A usual dishwasher is 
equipped with a one-link nozzle. By changing the conventional dishwasher nozzle design from a one-link structure to a 
two-link structure where the center of the gravity in the smaller second link is slightly different from the center of its 
rotation, movement of the nozzle changes from periodic to chaotic rather than quasiperiodic [34]. This is, as an 
analogy, similar to what happens in conservative pendulum systems where a single pendulum behaves periodically but 
a double pendulum does chaotically. Chaotic loci of water jet holes in the two-link dishwasher cover homogeneously a 
wider area and achieve better washing performance than do periodic ones in the conventional one-link dishwasher.  
3. Chaotic Neural Networks 
The nonlinear dynamics in biological neurons generates and propagates action potentials. Such nonlinear dynamics 
of neurons has been studied experimentally with squid giant axons and theoretically with the Hodgkin-Huxley 
equations [35]. In fact, chaos and various bifurcations to chaos in neurons were found both with the Hodgkin-Huxley 
equations and with squid giant axons [36-43].  
Moreover, a chaotic neuron model that qualitatively reproduces chaotic dynamics observed in squid giant axons can 
be described by a simple 1-dimensional map [44-46] as follows:  
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where x(t) is the internal state at discrete time t, k is the decay factor with |k|<1, a is the bias including both the 
threshold and the temporally constant input, and output y(t) is obtained by y(t)=f{x(t)} with, for example, the logistic 
function f{x(t)}=1/{1+exp(-x(t)/İ)}.  
The chaotic neuron model of eq.(3) was extended to neural network models called chaotic neural networks [44, 45, 
47]. The chaotic neural networks composed of the chaotic neurons produce various kinds of spatio-temporal dynamics 
with abilities of parallel distributed processing [2, 44, 45, 47]. The dynamics of the ith chaotic neuron in the model of 
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The output yi(t+1) of the ith neuron is calculated by transforming the total internal state ȟi(t+1)+Și(t+1)+ȗi(t+1) to the 
output value through the output function fi as follows: 
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Here ȟi(t), Și(t), and ȗi(t) are the internal states for the externally applied spatio-temporal inputs from neurons 
outside the network, the spatio-temporal feedback inputs from the constituent neurons within the network, and the 
refractoriness, respectively, Aj(t) is the strength of the input from the jth external neuron at discrete time t, vij and wij 
are synaptic weights from the jth external neuron and from the jth constituent neuron to the ith constituent neuron, 
respectively, ke, kf, and kr are the decay factors for the external inputs, the feedback inputs, and the refractoriness, 
respectively with |ke|, |kf|, |kr| ӊ 1, gi(yi) is the refractory function that represents the strength of the refractory effects 
caused by the output yi, and Į and și are the refractory scaling parameter and the resting threshold value, respectively. 
The ''analysis by synthesis'' or a ''constructive approach'' is a general methodology for complex systems, a typical 
example of which is the brain. This constructive approach to the brain is composed of the following processes. First, a 
certain function of biological neurons and neural networks is mathematically modeled on the basis of experimental 
results. The chaotic dynamics of squid giant axons and its modeling with the chaotic neuron model is such an example. 
Next, a mathematical model of a higher brain function is analysed by mathematical models like the chaotic neural 
networks to elucidate their possible mechanisms. If such a model can mathematically reproduce a target function of 
the brain, the mathematical model is technologically implemented by software or hardware for possible applications.  
Dynamical systems with chaotic dynamics enables complex computations fundamentally with real numbers [2, 48]. 
To exploit such a computational ability of deterministic chaos, chaotic elements should be implemented with devices 
that can faithfully realize real numbers. Analog electronic circuits can actually handle real numbers at least in principle 
because the state variables such as voltages, currents, and time are continuous, although noise is inevitably 
superimposed [48].  
An important characteristics of deterministic chaos is that simple nonlinear systems can frequently generate very 
complicated behavior and possibly useful functions. The advantage of simple nonlinear properties necessary for a 
genesis of deterministic chaos is that they can be implemented by simple analog hardware. Neurons may effectively 
utilize this kind of analog implementation of deterministic chaos through the evolution.  
Moreover, artificial implementation of the CNN model with analog electronic circuits is plausible because the 
equations of the CNN model are simple enough and can be easily and directly implemented with various existing 
analog electronic circuits[48-50] by learning from the pioneering works on chaos in electrical and electronic circuits 
explained in the Section 2.  
4. Conclusion 
Analog circuits with chaotic dynamics such as the chaotic neural networks can be interpreted as contemporary-aged 
revival of analog computers in former days [16]. A hybrid computing system composed of present digital computers 
and such chaotic analog circuits can be a candidate of a future computing system [3, 48-50].  
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